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Rebecca Montgomery never expected to leave London and go to the American West, but this was

how her brother saves her an impending marriage of convenience. She also never expected her

brother to marry her by proxy to a trusted friend before dying on the journey. She quickly discovers

that the Montana territory is a far cry from England, and so are the expectations of a wife at

Bridgewater Ranch, for she's married not just to Dashiell, but also to his friend and fellow Scot,

Connor MacDonald. Dashiell McPherson never expected to find himself wed to a woman he's never

met, especially not a prim lady raised to believe her sexuality is something to be repressed rather

than enjoyed. Can an inhibited woman accept not just one but two husbands? It will take ample

Scottish brash, a fair amount of brawn and plenty of carnal persuasion to free Rebecca of her

inhibitions and show her how treasured she is.This fourth book in the bestselling Bridgewater series

continues the saga of this polyandrous Western community where men are men, and their women

are pleasured in ways that will have them - and readers - begging for more.Book 1: Their Kidnapped

BrideBook 2: Their Wayward BrideBook 3: Their Captivated BrideBook 4: Their Treasured

BrideBook 5: Their Christmas BrideBook 6: Their Reluctant Bride
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I cannot believe the other reviews have ignored the obvious editorial issues in this book. In one

chapter a character changes from Laurel to Olivia in the space of two sentences and the error is

never corrected! Combined with multiple grammatical errors makes for a poor quality read that

needs serious editing. Apart from these issues I do not understand the need to write in what the

author obviously believes is a Scottish brogue. It is dreadfully distracting and done so inconsistently

that the writing loses all rhythm. Very disappointing.

Another fabulous story in this amazing western historical mÃ©nage series! I am addicted to these

books! I love all the sweet protectiveness and utter devotion these men have for their woman! It

takes lust-at-first-sight to a whole new sexy level!! The steamy erotic mÃ©nage is so caring and

sensual that I can't help but wish I was in Rebecca's place! Really steamy and seductive..loved it!A

highborn British woman finds herself traveling alone to Montana to claim her husband by proxy, with

no other options or means, Rebecca trudges on until she sees the Bridgewater Ranch ahead...oh

Lord..look at all of these big, strapping handsome Cowboys...Rebecca now has to hope Dash

McPherson will accept her and their marriage. Dash is a strong, dominant Scot, and intrigued...he

didnt know he had a wife...but the curvy lass was very fetching and in for one hell of a

surprise..Rebecca didnt just have Dash as a husband, no, she has two...another big manly Scot,

Connor, as well...now each has to convince Rebecca to stay by kissing the starch right out of her

uptight prickly British spine if they have to...and show her how great pleasure can truly feel when the

right two men treasure her gifts of love. It's just so swoon-worthy!!!I'll stop all my gushing now and

just say...get this book!!! Get them all while your at it!

Rebecca Montgomery's father arranged for her to marry his elderly friend. She was to be a good

English bride and suffer sexual relations and produce an heir. Rebecca's brother returns to England

in time to save her. He whisks her away to America. During the trip, her brother is injured and dies.

Before his death, he married Rebecca by proxy to Dashell, his trusted friend.Dashell is shocked

when Rebecca arrives at Bridgewater claiming to be his wife. But after getting a good look at her,

Dashell decides he and his friend Conner will make her their bride.This story tells how two sweet,

sexy and extremely hot Cowboys show a prim lady how to be an American wife. Their love finally

breaks through Rebecca's reserves and it's freakin hot !!!!Another great story of the Bridgewater

Ranch series. I can't wait for the next one !!!!!



I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. All the opinions are my own.

The premise of the book is Rebecca Montgomery brother married her by proxy to Dash McPherson

before he died. Dash and Rebeccaâ€™s brother had been in the military together. While Dash might

be surprised to learn that he is married, Rebecca is more surprised to learn she has two husbands;

she is also married to Conner! The Bridgewater community follows the Mohamiran rules of marriage

where a woman has two husbands. Letâ€™s just say the story gets interesting from there. I enjoy

reading Vanessa Vale books, as they are always a quick, enjoyable read. Their Treasured Bride

was no exception. I enjoyed the book and look forward to reading more books by Vanessa Vale.

I have enjoyed all of Vanessa Vale's books, but I have one major complaint: they are too short to be

called "novels". They don't even rank as "novellas". Of course, the reader knows coming into any

series called Bridgewater Menage Series what the books are going to be about, but they are VERY

stylized. Nonetheless, they are very hot, and I enjoy them.

This series is sooooo much fun. Sexy, hot, caring, protective... that's just a few adjectives to

describe the heroes of these books. The women are innocents but patience, caring & plenty of

sexual satisfaction *wink* nurture them into strong, capable, confident women.. I really hope the

next in the series "Their Christmas Bride" will be offered in paperback soon!!

This is the 5th book in the series and I loved it! This was a first read for my by this author and I can

say I now have a favorite author too add to my lists of "must read".His story is full of romance and

lots of sexy times! No drama or angst involved. Though I'd love a little action and sich, this was a

great read.

Dash learns that his friend has died and he now has a bride. She faints when she learns tha she is

also Conners bride. Will she be able to get past her proper English upbringing and embrace what

the guys want to show her? Can she accept the new life offered? Will she stay or run? What will

happen next?
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